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Good afternoon.. Its great to join you all again here at the UCLA Ziffren Center—
hi Ken -- to open the 41st Symposium.
As always, my object is to help get you off to a fast start, with some basic facts—
with sources-- and thoughts on how those facts may impact our collective businesses.
So here’s what we’ll do today…starting with the annual status report—mobile
phones, tv, movies, industry consolidation, advertising, and social media. We’ll explore
the incredible growing power of Facebook as a distribution vehicle and the challenges
that presents to monetization and value creation within stand-alone web sites and
traditional media. We’ll focus on what’s happening in the mobile universe, including not
just distribution and social media, but also as a cause of polling problems in our recent
presidential elections and as a solution to news coverage issues and remote origination
costs for entertainment. We will look at a new type of competition for our time…and our
devices…from The Internet of Things which were diluting more conventional mediaoriented stuff at this year’s Consumer Electronics show. And finally, we’ll look at what
some of these tools are doing to our freedoms for private thought and action.
Everything I’ll be talking about today comes from publicly available sources and my own
reporting and analysis. Of course, whatever I say does not reflect the positions of my
partners or clients. And, as I
say every year, I know that
many of you know many
parts of this industry much
better than I do, so please
consider what I have to say
as a broad over view, rather
than from someone as
intimately involved in
individual areas as you may
be.
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As many of you know, I think you have the right to know the major financial and
business interests of anyone who stands up here, so here are mine. A major client of
Wolzien LLC continues to be Discovery Communications. I hold some media and
communications related stocks in my 401k --Vodafone, Microsoft, Salon Media.
And, The Video Call Center, the project that uses my patent work to enable
television production based on single camera remotes originated from any of some 4
billion smartphones around the world. I reported last year that TEGNA—formerly the
Gannett TV stations-- had become a significant investor, and we’ve just announced a
technology license and production deal with Fox. Additionally, for the record, The Video
Call Center is a Facebook Media Solutions Partner and Broadcast Partner for Facebook
Live.
STATUS REPORT
Lets start this year with the lay of the land—from a revenue perspective. I picked
13 big or influential communications and media companies to give us a sense of relative

size. These 13 delivered $711 billion in revenues in FY 16. Of that amount, three—
AT&T, Verizon and Alphabet-mostly Google—accounted for 54%. The two big
remaining cable companies—Comcast and Charter—accounted for 15%. If you’re from
the traditional media powerhouses like CBS, Fox, or even Disney, you’ve got to be
feeling a bit small right about now. And we’ll talk about tiny Netflix in a bit.
And these relative sizes get even more out-of-whack if and when AT&T
completes its acquisition of Time Warner. Then T will account for 28% of the revenues
of those big 13, now 12, half again larger than Verizon, and, this was a shocker when I
laid the numbers out, more than double Alphabet/Google revenues.
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Well those two big guys, AT&T and Verizon, are anchored in mobile. We moved
mobile to the top of the status report last year because there is no individual
communications and media device that we touch… literally…more times in a day.
These devices really do put the whole world in our hands.
And this is resulting in a fundamental power shift from media that rides a
proprietary fixed plant like cable or satellite or even into your PC via fix data circuits, to
content that rides individual data streams to wherever the user may be.
Here are the stats from
the latest data:
In the US there
are now 378 million
active mobile devices,
up 6% from a year ago,
and 82% from five years
ago, according to the
latest data from CTIA,
the Cellular industry
group.
Each person in
the US has an average of 1.2 devices connected wirelessly via the mobile networks.
The most stunning statistic to me is that wireless only households are now at
49.3%. 49% of the adults and 59% of kids don‘t have wireline phone connections.
More on the political, production, entertainment, and news implications of this in a bit.
Smartphones have become the dominant online method for digital media
consumption, Comscore
says, with both pads and
computers declining in terms
of time used. But to be fair,
the average daily digital
media usage for each
smartphone user is around
ten minutes, a fraction of
television viewing.
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And that increase in smartphone media means huge increases in data
transmission volumes. Ericcson, the mobile equipment manufacturer, estimates a 5times increase in North American smartphone data usage in five years and 10-times
increase in Western Europe from lower levels to nearly match North America by 2022.
And all that is great news for Netflix, YouTube, Hulu, Amazon, and all the other video
streaming services… and explains growth investments in European content streaming
rights by companies like my friends at Discovery.
Netflix. At year end, Netflix had 48 million paid streaming subscriptions in the US
and 41 million internationally, plus a handful of DVD subs. A few years ago it appeared
Netflix would stabilize at about premium cable levels of 30 some million, but it is way
past that, and international is flying…consistent with the Ericcson streaming data
expectations.
As for the other streaming services, Hulu reports about 12 million subscribers—a
quarter the Netflix number in the US. The great mystery in all this is Amazon Prime,
where the company reports
54 million have access to
video due to their prime
memberships, but does not
say how many people
actually watch it. However
cryptic Amazon may be
about video, it certainly
helps. At an investor
meeting last year, Jeff
Bezos said that people
given a free trial for Prime
Video were more likely to
sign up for the Prime
service, including the free shipping… along with video. Whether Amazon ultimately
spins video out of Prime remains to be seen.
But lets remember where both Amazon and Netflix work into the revenue chart.
Amazon has solid, sticking power. Looking at the revenue chart, you might conclude
that Netflix exists because others allow it to….for the moment.
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Movie and TV content
sales to and by all these
digital services and others
kept the video retail and
studio businesses growing
this past year. US Box Office
was up 2.2% thanks to ticket
price improvements, though
attendance was flat.
We went back to 1999
and did some compound
annual growth rates for
domestic box. As you can
see, box grew an average of 2.2% during the period, while inflation grew 2.1%. Across
the 17 years, domestic box office real growth was only zero point one…one tenth..of
one percent annually.
Home Video: Last
year digital home video
like streaming and SVOD
grew 16%, while the old
DVD business was down
another 8%, equaling
about $19 billion in sales,
according to the annual
report of the industry’s
Digital Entertainment
Group. We tried the same
CAGR study, and since
1999, that’s when DVDs
began their big upswing, home video is up an average of 1.9% per year, while inflation
ran 2.1%, a zero point 2 percent annual decline. Pretty depressing, but as the chart
shows, digital is finally beginning to offset those horrible DVD declines.
Together 2016
delivered about $30 billion in
domestic revenue for box
office and home video, a
slightly ahead of inflation at
3% growth. Inflation
adjusted across the 17 years
the domestic studio industry
is about flat… this is a zerosum game. Or, the tide is
not lifting any boats.
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We’ve been looking at the revenue charts, but there are lots of changes on the
distribution charts from 2016, here the top four guys now control 79% of all subscribers
and the top 8 control 96% of the video distribution in the country. About 650 little guys
fill out the rest of the USA.
During
2016, AT&T
finished its
acquisition of
DirecTV to
become the
number one
video content
distributor.
Number
three cable
operator
Charter
closed on its
acquisition of
the number
two operator Time Warner Cable—here in LA and in the Northeast—plus the Newhouse
family’s Bright House systems, mostly in Florida…and Charter is in the midst of
rebranding everything Spectrum. The number four cable operator, Cablevision, along
with Suddenlink were sold to Amsterdam-based Altice, which is a big deal international
operator with more than 30 million subs in France, Portugal, and Israel. Watch for Altice
to bring the US ops out as a new public company.
Now to the historical ad chart, back to 1960, GDP growth in blue, ad growth in
red. Advertising overall had a great year last year, thanks not only to the Olympics and
Politics, which
brought it up to
6.7%, but also to
just plain solid
underlying growth
of 5%, according
to numbers from
our friend, Brian
Weiser, at Pivitol.
Note the
disconnect last
year between
GDP and ad
growth. Other
than recoveries
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from recessions, in the past jumps like this were an early indicator of inflation.
We’ll end the status
report with Social Media,
this work from Comscore
shows how Snapchat and
Tumblr are delivering young
demographics while
Facebook has the oldest
demos--pretty balanced
across age groups. Chart
also explains why Facebook
bought Instagram a few
years back so it had a
somewhat younger-skewing
product.
Facebook globally now reports 1.2 billion active users a day. 1.9 billion active
users a month. And 1.7 billion of those on their mobile devices. All saw increases of
around 20% year over year.
But, keeping Facebook in revenue perspective, at almost 27 billion last year it
was twice CBS, just shy of the combined 30 billion number for US box office plus home
video last year, and three times the global revenues of Netflix. But it was just a bit more
than half Amazon, half Disney, a third Comcast and Alphabet, and less than a quarter of
the telcos, which basically answers the question of whether Facebook could still be
bought someday.
FACEBOOK CONUNDRUM
So much for stats. Facebook provides significant conundrum for established
media companies…and newer ones running stand-alone web sites.
Here’s the simple problem Facebook can and does generate a ginormous
number of views for professional media content, and many, though not all, companies
posting that content have yet to crack the code on making any real money off of it
through advertising. Certainly marketing vehicles are making money, but classic
content is having a difficult time.
Senior people at large media companies and even web companies seem to be
increasingly concerned that content they provide Facebook is benefitting Facebook
much more than their companies. Yet they recognize the important delivery potential of
Facebook, where impressions can run ten to a hundred times their own sites for the
same material.
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Of course the question is whether, by putting the material on Facebook, it
cannibalizes not just the company’s own site, but also the company’s core distribution.
And while they may exist, I am unaware of successful promotional efforts to push
viewers from Facebook over to a company’s own sites or programs. So there is
increasing concern of…call it disintermediation without offsetting monetization.
What if Facebook pays for content? Now we know from the Wall Street Journal
that Facebook is paying $50 million for content to 140 content providers, with 17 getting
more than a million. Buzz Feed and the NY Times each got $3 million for the year
ending this month, so its renewal time.
Lets look at those numbers in the context of the real world. The Times reported
2016 Digital Revenues at just under a quarter billion dollars, so the Facebook largess
represents just over one percentage point.
A television news operation these days probably takes 300 to 500 million dollars
a year to operate, so, again, anything they would get from Facebook under the
published payment structure is a drop in the bucket.
Of course this is not the first time a big media company has fallen for the idea of
high priced production for the web delivering big revenue…and learned it didn’t deliver
so much. Disney learned the hard way by paying a half billion dollars for Maker Studios
and then learned that nobody is getting rich from YouTube splits, except Google. Maker
Studios, Variety tells us, has now been relegated to be a piece of another unit buried
down inside Disney’s Consumer Products division.
So, basically, for Facebook to work for more traditional producers, those
producers need to have a new content approach, cost, and production model that is
consistent with the low levels of revenue that will be delivered by a combination of direct
payments from Facebook, plus some native advertising, aka product placement.
Otherwise, the rationale has to be the old fallback of “promotional value” to get viewers
back on the legacy company’s services, which, as noted, is at least problematic, if not
cannibalistic.
On the Facebook side, unless the company begins to pay more for professional
content like the cable companies had to do, it will need to be satisfied with videos of
cats and the Kardisians. And that, by the way, may be plenty to continue to do
extremely well, but would probably never put Facebook at the high end of content
companies—or get high end content, for that matter.
MOBILE and LIVE
Lets focus down from the 1.7 billion monthly mobile users of Facebook to the
devices they use—in the US the 378 million mobile subscriptions, and how
smartphones are becoming the foundation of communication…ignored at the peril of
both your company and your country.
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There is no stopping the smartphone as it moves to become our guide, computer,
primary video screen, video originator, VR/AR display, all around communications
device, and mental assistant for all.
Some industry
positioning can be seen on
this slide from The Cellular
Telephone Industry
Association. CTIA—claims
that for every 10 megahertz
of bandwidth moved from
broadcast or other spectrum
use to mobile, and additional
$3 billion in GDP is
created… and 202-thousand
jobs are added to the US
economy. Even if adjusted
for industry hyperbole, when was your industry able to claim an economic contribution
anything like that. For reference, that 10 megahertz of bandwidth is about two TV
channels in each market, though bandwidth is coming from other areas as well.
Here’s a bit more on the shift to mobile phones. This Centers for Disease
Control data shows how mobile-only has climbed to about half the population, almost
60% kids. I’ve been talking about this trend here at the Symposium for most of the past
six years, but it’s worth looking at two periods in particular.
In the 2012
election year about 30%
of households were
cellular only. By the
2016 election year, that
number had risen to
49.3%..close to
doubling. Half the
adults and half the
households in the US
now do not have
landlines. In other
words, their residents
are not physically
tethered for their communications…or directly tied to any specific location or
address…and many don’t answer their cell phones unless they recognize the caller.
Why is this important? Polling, among other things Because you may remember
that back in 2012 there were a couple of news stories about the increasingly difficult
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time that public opinion polling organizations were having during the Obama-Romney
election, even to the point on election night there were some indications that Romney
would win. The polling problem was that the traditional models were upset—the normal
samples were upset, and when people were polled by their mobile phones, they often
hung up or refused to answer the call at all.
I think most of us do that. But with half the adults on mobile only, it presents an
interesting call volume and economic problem that may have influenced the accuracy of
polling. With landline calls, robo calling is permitted without permission. But—and your
personal experience may belie this-- robocalling is actually not allowed for cellular
without your permission. So, by some reports, it may take up to 20,000 hand-dialed
calls to reach a thousand people. So, in an all mobile world, the required sample for a
plus or minus 3% result on a state by state basis for electoral college numbers… for 50
states… would be a million calls.
Clearly the winning side in 2016 was better able to work with the technological
change—identifying slight openings in Michigan and Wisconsin for that final burst of
election-eve campaigning that brought in the win. The losers, apparently, were both
politically and technologically complacent, as failed polling reinforced the intellectual
arrogance that accepted a pre-ordained winner.
Post election there was a lot of hand-wringing about the inability of traditional
news media to reach out and take the pulse of the country due to budgetary limitations.
One example, the Thursday morning after the election, Mika Brazinski on Moring Joe
complained that news budget cuts and bureau closings had reduced the ability to get
out and really learn what was happening… to put people on TV from all over the
country, telling their views and those of their neighbors, from their own, regional and
socio=economic perspectives.
This is not new. Budgets and logistics have always dictated, to great extent,
what makes television news… or at least how long and how detailed. The number and
location of bureaus, crews, reporters, satellite trucks and circuits, and the money to pay
for them—all impact who and what are available for air. The best evidence of this
limitation is the constant, studio-based talk on our cable news outlets… rather than
constant video news content from around the country and world.
Look at that county by county map… particularly in the great plains, the Piedmont
and deep South, the high desert, and the upper Midwest--areas that national news does
not logistically and financially get to very often. While recognizing the combination of
logistical and budgetary constraints plus bad polling, you might still argue that if the
media had been listening, the media would have heard. And this is how it could have
listened—how they could have brought to air the live video and voices that could have
provided early warning of the trend that changed the country’s leadership.
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This is another map that you’ve probably seen in the context of Verizon
advertising of fourth generation LTE mobile coverage. LTE provides very solid
smartphone video signals that can be used on broadcast television. Lets go back and
forth a few times… presidential counties…LTE mobile…and those hard to get areas
again.
Why does that matter? Simply. because everybody…and I mean
everybody…with a smartphone and LTE mobile coverage can produce a live video
picture of sufficient quality for air—often of high definition quality. And that’s 250 million
people in the country with 250 million video smartphones. In other words, there are 250
million live broadcast capable cameras in the US today and a way to put them on the
air.
By the way, here’s the AT&T LTEmap. Pretty
much the same, but orange.
So, no more logistical or financial excuses. If
producers can find people whose views they want to
air, they can air them. They can join the table at
Morning Joe. They can sit with Fox and Friends. And they can expand those panels on
CNN to watch and listen to people’s hopes, problems, issues, and joys, from where they
live and where they work, even on the road. And this doesn’t apply just to news. Think
sports and sports talk, reality shows, morning talk…all without remote video acquisition
costs because, of course, there are not crews, trucks, satellites, or LiveU units with
remotes by smartphone.
.
And while there is no longer any
excuse to ignore big swaths of the US, the
same applies to global coverage… and
national coverage within other nations.
LTE countries are in dark green on this
map. According to Ericcson, again, there
are now some 4 billion smartphones in the
world, nearing 2 billion LTE subscriptions,
meaning that nearly 2/7ths of the world’s
population can originate live video.
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In case you’re asking if this all
really works, I can answer yes from
personal experience. The team at The
Video Call Center has now produced
nearly 500 high-def shows of TV half
hour length or more based on nearly
5000 live video callers from all over the
world. In a recent 37 episode series
with more than 300 video callers aired
live…and only two calls dropped on
the air—about talk radio levels, but
with video.
5G will start to show up next year-- fifth generation of mobile service—with early
service from Verizon. And as standards get set 5G will roll out over the next half
decade, it will deliver wireless video that’s four times the quality of today’s HDTV.
Business folks pay attention, 5G will become the primary pick-up method for almost all
live video origination, radically reducing your backhaul costs. It can also be used for
program services, wirelessly overbuilding cable systems, giving Verizon a national video
distribution footprint.
CES
OK, lets wrap up with something more
fun… at least for a few minutes until
seriousness creeps in, again.
Sunrise over CES. Often over the
more than a decade that I’ve had the privilege
of being on this stage, I’ve shared some of the
things I found interesting from the year’s
Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas that
might apply to this group. This year its not
what applies, but what will compete with the companies represented by this group in a
very non-specific sort of way.
For sure there was some
stunning media-related stuff at
this year’s CES. (S) LG’s tunnel
of Organic LED—OLED—displays
provided a deeply-saturated view
of (S) the universe that makes
every planetarium in the world
obsolete.
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And there is Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality. There’s a huge amount of
investment money going into smart-phone based VR as the next big thing. I worry that
it may be a bit like the 3D focus at CES four years ago, which failed to find differentiated
revenue drivers so this year at CES there was not a 3D set in sight. Will VR last? We’ll
know if the New York Times quits paying for its daily 360 degrees VR pieces.
As much as a third of this year’s
CES was taken up by those non-media
related products that focus on you and what
you do. Self driving cars, for sure, like this
VW prototype, but more importantly things
that will consume the time of consumers
when those same consumers otherwise
could be spending the time consuming your
media products…on the same devices.
New and really exciting things that are all about what you do… like…like… doing
two loads of laundry at once in the new Samsung washer unveiled at CES. And, no
doubt, soon, you’ll be able to watch your clothes tumble dry remotely.
Seriously, there was a growing
focus on you and me—rather than mass
media devices. And what’s more exciting
to you than you… and me to me. Tons of
health and well-being products, like ways
to monitor your body—heart rate, pulse
ox, blood pressure—a mini-doctor’s office
on your smartphone.
And wearables, so your phone
knows your every move.
And all the basics for organic cookery… the show that used to focus on media
and computers…now focuses on your most basic human activities like cooking….
And elimination. As I said, it’s all about YOU. Well, maybe not quiet.
There’s focus on your pet’s elimination processes, with the automated, phone
monitored, self cleaning cat boxes.
Its also all
about your
pets… like
using your
phone to
monitor the
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health of your dog.
And its about your
environment. Using your
phone to control your
blinds. It may be a reach,
but I guess you could say
you can’t watch your
screens if you can’t
control your blinds.
But more than anything,
at CES this year you got
the impression this is a
business moving toward the new, post media you. (S) And in some cases about your
anthropormophoric robotic twin.
This was a show about the next you.
WATCHING YOU
There was one last thing at the Consumer Electronics Show that was very nonconsumer friendly. It was very serious and I want to share it to wrap up, because, like
other years, it shows that there will always be jobs for lawyers. That’s been our usual
closing responsive saying, for those of you who are new. But this year, it is very
serious.
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As thousands of people walked into the big exhibit hall at The Sands, they were
confronted by this giant screen. It wasn’t a screen for you to watch entertainment
content, or even your own biometric information. But it was definitely a screen about
YOU.
This was a screen that was looking at every one of those thousands of people
entering the hall each day—a guess of something around 100 or 150-thousand of the
180-thousand CES attendees made it through the doors of The Sands.
And each time someone entered, their face—often their whole body-- was
captured on this screen—each in a big box—and with recognition of a face, here was
the foundation for identification by any company, group, or government agency. Every
one of us who walked in.
This was very non consumer, but prominently displayed at the Consumer
Electronics Show. Why? Because CES is attended by people from about every
national law enforcement and intelligence agency from every country that counts. Not
to mention retailers who might want to relate your face to your phone to your buying
habits when you walk into their store.
Is this creepy? Or is this the
new normal? The simple answer is
Yes. When its all about you, do you
have any rights to privacy in public
spaces. Is there probable cause to
scan and identify you and in some
cases possibly deport you just because
you walk into a mall? Or a trade show?
So, today, I end the same way
as in past years, but very seriously.
Because today, perhaps more than ever before in our history, the freedom of
each individual will depend on what you do. And for that, all of us non-lawyers, must be
thankful that you all are here today, doing what you do. And be assured that—now we
can all say it together-- there will always be jobs for LAWYERS.
Thank you very much.
Happy to try to answer a few questions, if you have them.
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